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“ I have cherished the ideal of a democratic

MAZE

march
“ toOur
freedom is

Help Nelson Mandela find the South African flag.

irreversible. We
must not allow
fear to stand in
our way.

and free society in which all persons
live together in harmony and with equal
opportunities. It is an ideal which I hope to
live for and to achieve. But if needs be, it is
an ideal for which I am prepared to die.

”

”

I learned that
who conduct
“ Those
“
courage was not the
themselves with

morality, integrity,
and consistency
need not fear
the forces of
inhumanity
and cruelty.

”

absence of fear, but
the triumph over
it. . . . The brave man
is not he who does not
feel afraid, but he who
conquers that fear.

”

SEARCH AND FIND
Find the following items in the picture on the right.

Nelson
Mandela

DJ

Child with ball

François
Pienaar

New Zealand
rugby player 1

New Zealand
rugby player 2

New Zealand
rugby player 3

Rabbit

Frederik de Klerk

French fan

Doctor

Vendor

Baseball player

Winnie
Mandela

Desmond
Tutu

Mole

Soccer player

Barbecue

Firefighter

Cyclist

Shadow

MATCHING

QUIZ

Find Nelson Mandela’s shadow.

1. In what year was Nelson Mandela born?
a. 1925

b. 1932

c. 1905

d. 1918

2. Against which political regime did Nelson Mandela fight?
a.

b.

c.

a. Nazism

b. Apartheid

c. Fascism

d. Communism

3. In 1994, Mandela became president of

e.

b. Africa

c. The United States

d. North Africa

Answers: 1. d; 2. b; 3. a

d.

a. South Africa

Answer: a

Spot the

History

DIFFERENCE

PUZZLE

Spot the seven differences between the picture on the left and the picture on the right.

Put the scenes in the right order.
b.

d.

c.

e.

Answer: 1. d; 2. c; 3. b; 4. e; 5. a

a.

Answers: flag; mustache; glasses; tie; mask; mole; banner

